Light as a feather, stronger than ever

KINOVÁ® Dynamic arm support O110
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Light as a feather, stronger than ever

KINOVÀ® Dynamic arm support O110 allows individuals living with limited arm and shoulder functions the ability to move with greater freedom.

Featuring a progressive compensation mechanism, the arm support reduces the effort needed to overcome the effects of gravity, thus allowing users to focus instead on the accuracy of movement required to perform any given task.

The system allows individuals to reclaim the ability to perform otherwise simple tasks: eating and drinking, brushing their hair, working on a computer, and other daily activities.

Through dynamic arm support, people with limited upper-body mobility are given self-reliance, independence and comfort, all of which contribute to their well-being and promote healthy daily living.

Product Benefits

- **Easy installation:** Easily mountable on almost all tables
- **Easy usage:** Mechanical support is manually adjustable
- **Strong:** Can support loads of up to 4.8 kg (10.5 lbs)
- **Accuracy:** Highly adjustable to the user’s arm strength and morphology
- **Reach:** Supports a wide range of motion and follows users’ progression
- **Compactness:** Light, portable and travel-friendly

Mobility impairments

Users have limited use of their upper limbs, usually as a result of having been diagnosed with one of the following conditions:

- Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
- General back and shoulder pain or injury
- Multiple sclerosis
- Muscular dystrophy
- Repetitive strain injury
- Rheumatism
- Spinal cord injury
- Spinal muscular atrophy
- Stroke

There is no need too small. No task too great.